
Run No: 2156 

Date: 26-Jan-2020 

Venue: The Three Horseshoes, Church Street, Stapleford 

Hares:  El Rave & Paparazzi 

Scribe: Sox Maniac 

First of all I was designated the scribe despite being only in the car park, not in the circle. Surely this is 
WRONG??!! This was allegedly because last week Legover missed being scribe because he was still 
in the car park. Quite how this means I have to scribe this week because I was in the car park is a 
logic I haven’t quite worked out yet. Legover your card is marked! 

This was a red dress run to raise money for Australian firefighters on Australia Day. In the busy 
parking area this caused amusement, bemusement and bewilderment amongst the general public. 

We started with some group photos to mark our part in this worldwide event. Horny was wriggling at 
the back, struggling to get the zip up on his size 18 number. 

There was a good turnout of red dresses with Wei Wei in a gorgeous Spanish fiesta style dress of red 
ruffles with black polka dots, Titanic in a belt sized minidress and Dizzy with a large red ribbon round 
his neck. Some bucked the trend including our GM and wore pink dresses, in the GM’s case his 
granddaughter’s nightie!  
Beerstop and I had a discussion about straps. He had sensibly sewn his straps together at the back 
while I was constantly finding mine slipping off my shoulders.  Point taken Beerstop I need to get my 
sewing kit out. 

In the circle I was led to believe we would be going across fields, apart from the one containing 
carnivorous Highland cattle. I thought cows were vegetarian, or vegan? Or do cows eat worms with 
their grass? Anyway it turned out to mean we only went into the fields if we were on the wrong trail as 
Horny, myself, Only Me and Beerstop kept finding out. 

There were some very long wrongs, notably one all the way to the Roman Road. On the way back it 
was discovered that a pile of leaves had completely covered the turn back arrow. Grrr. 

It was a great trail, weather dry and mildish with a bit of sunshine and snow drops and celandines 
proving spring is coming. Up and down and around and around the woods and hollows of Wandlebury 
CP. Up Gog Magog hill and down again, losing Unmentionable on the way as she felt the beer stop 
would be in the Gog Magog car park so went there. 

The ever increasing pack of hash horrors seemed to enjoy the woods with Wei Wei leading the FRB’s 
with cries to go ‘faster, faster’ and she did go so much faster that she had to stop and hold a check. 

Other notable front runners of the day included Only Me and Beerstop who was back from Florida for 
a couple of weeks to remind him how good the weather is in Florida. 

Klingon and Posh Tart had to be rescued by the last remaining runners and redirected to the beer stop 
which they hadn’t been able to find. 

Once back at the car park we dived straight back into the woods to a little nook where the beer stop 
was situated. Here was half a village fete’s worth of home baked yummy carbs from our professional 
chef Paparazzi. I can confirm the flapjacks hit the spot.  Other hashers were munching enthusiastically 
although for some reason Horny was dunking his mince pie in his beer. I managed to steal a bite of 
the un-dunked portion and it was scrumptious.  

On on a short drive to the pub which had a separate room for us. We had to pass through a room full 
of non-hashers enjoying Greek meze which looked fabulous. We may get more feedback on the 
quality of the food as El Rave was having his Birthday meal there. 



A word on the coffee. As Horny and some other hashers are aware I have been known to judge a pub 
by the quality of its coffee. It’s worth mentioning that the coffee here was top notch. Originally 
dismayed to be told they’d run out of cream, my cafetiere of coffee was smooth and rich and one of 
the best in any pub anywhere. 

The down downs: 

I got a bit lost trying to follow the mental leaps of the various mismanagement representatives. It’ll 
Come Off seemed to be more in than out, of the circle. 

At one point we thought we were going to be the recipients of a bad joke when a Scotsman was called 
into the circle (It’ll Come Off)? a Chinese person (Dirty Dex)? who I hope won’t mind me saying is, 
apart from his distinctly Caucasian features, about three times the mass of an average Chinese 
person. Ooh La La was then recruited into the circle in lieu of a Polish grandmother, apparently 
because she’s a ‘foreigner’ and then I think I wandered off to put my coffee cup inside and on my 
return discovered it wasn’t a joke. it was to mark Burns Night/Chinese Lunar New Year and Spring 
Festival, Polish Grandmothers Day - who knew? And El Rave’s Birthday! 

I would have expected Australia Day to be included but it seems this came after as Kermit appeared in 
the circle in a Guinness? hat with corks adangling. And finally we sang all Australians are…. 

Wrong way got his usual down down. 

Dirty Dex got a down down as a visitor. 

It’ll Come Off, Debonaire and Checkpoint were called into the circle for taking the well known to be 
wrong path up the hill and the choir then sang them The Grand Old Duke of York…  or should have 
done but sang something completely inappropriate instead. 

DT got a down down for being particularly resplendent in her second red dress outfit of the day. 

A toast was drunk to Rover, a hasher and firefighter in Australia who very sadly lost his life in the fires. 

At one stage the Greek landlord was called and eventually made it into the circle, only to spill a lot of 
his down down down his white shirt. 

There was a worst ever joke down down for While You’re Down There but I’ve forgotten the joke. 

It’ll Come Off was called AGAIN, to summon her grandson as someone had realised that in the 
fullness of time his name of Granny Killer might become awkward. He was renamed Road Runner due 
to his prowess on his bike now he has pedals and isn’t towed round by Daddy any more. Daddy got to 
drink the beer though. 

And an update from Debonaire, money raised by the end of the afternoon was almost £250 with the tin 
still at the pub. 

As a final note I can assure the GM that I did not dictate this from my bath. 

  


